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Some terminology:

• Phatic talk – often referred to as the ‘small talk’ at the start of a conversation.

Phrases such as “How are you?” which establish social contact and a suitable

basis from which to continue the conversation.

• Prosodic features – the sound features of talk, such as rhythm, pitch, speed.

• Para-linguistic features – the movements that go with talk, such as facial

expressions, gestures, posture.

• Fillers – sounds which fill up pauses in speech, such as “er”, ”um” etc

• Back-channel noises – sounds which the listener makes to encourage the

speaker and indicate that they are actively listening.

• False starts – when a speaker begins an utterance and then re-starts

• Topic change – refers to points in a conversation where one of the participants

clearly changes the subject, usually for a reason, and so alters the direction of

the conversation.

• Agenda – this term can refer to the purpose of a speaker within the

conversation, for example a speaker’s agenda might be decline an invitation to a

friend’s party without giving offence.

• Turn taking – some researchers (see Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson) have

claimed that speakers manage their conversation so that they do take turns and

so that overlaps are managed. Turn taking is about speakers working together to

carry a conversation forward.

• Adjacency Pairs – this refers to the kinds of utterance and response that usually

occur together, such as question/answer, request/denial or agreement, invitation

/refusal or acceptance. Intuitive knowledge of adjacency pairs helps speakers to

structure their conversation.

• Ellipsis – this is where some words in a sentence are omitted but the speakers

understand what is meant from the context.

• Elision – this refers to the way sounds are omitted in speech eg, “fish’ n’ chips”

• Non-fluency features – these are parts of speech which, although referred to as

‘non-fluency’ features, are normal occurrences which occur as a speaker

negotiates their way through a conversation. Things such a pauses, repetitions

and hesitations are included in this category. ‘Non-fluency’ can seem like a

pejorative term but usually these features do not indicate a lack of certainty or

skill on the part of the speaker.
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Approaching ‘Real’ Talk

Regardless of your grasp of the technical terms it is helpful to think of the sort of

questions you might ask of a transcript of ‘real’ talk. Having a systematic approach can

help you to think about speech in a more coherent and focused way. Some suggested

questions are outlined below and you may wish to add your own.

Ways of approaching ‘real’ talk?:

• Who are the speakers?

• Where are the speakers?

• Why are they talking?

• What is the situation between them?

• What has brought them together?

• What is the agenda of each participant in the conversation?

• Who (if anyone) has control at any time?

• How does each person manage their own part in the conversation?

Some of this information may be provided for you with the transcript, but the answers to

some of these questions lie in analysing the speech itself. The first five (and to some

extent six) questions are to do with the context of the conversation and how much

contextual knowledge you have will significantly affect the responses you make.
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A WORD OF WARNING ABOUT ANALYSING SPEECH

Purpose:

Having analysed a transcript of spontaneous speech, it is not helpful to claim that you

have seen that the conversation has one particular purpose, in the way you may well

claim for a written text. The purpose of real talk is shifting and negotiated between all

participants as the conversation progresses. To claim it has one purpose is to impose

retrospectively a judgement that cannot be verified on a written version of that

conversation.

Speech is rarely ‘wrong’:

It is also not helpful to refer to “incorrect” use of language or “wrong” grammar in

speech. Speech is different to writing and applying the standards by which we might

judge writing to spoken language is a fruitless exercise. None of us talk in complete

sentences and if we are making sense and the people we are speaking with have a sense

that the conversation is fluent and coherent, then our speech is extremely effective.

‘Real’ and represented talk are different:

It is tempting to analyse transcripts of ‘real’ talk in the way we might analyse represented

talk, such as in plays and novels. In represented talk lots of pauses and hesitations in a

character’s speech may well be the writer attempting to signal that the character is feeling

nervous and uncertain. In ‘real’ talk however it does not work like this. ‘Real’ talk is full

of pauses, during which time speakers get their breath, pause for effect, collect their

thoughts, do other things. It is interesting to note that we often do not have a sense of that

when speaking, we hear talk as largely fluent. This means that when presented with a

transcript which has all of the pauses marked we seek a particular explanation for what

looks like a great deal of hesitancy.
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Spoken texts are not necessarily informal:

Another common mistake is to make the general connection between written texts being

formal and spoken texts being informal. This leads to judgements that lack subtlety and

can be completely incorrect. A note left for the milkman is clearly less formal than an

address to a group of people at a local council meeting. Spontaneous real talk is often

informal to a degree but it can maintain an overall formality even if there is little pre-

planning.

Don’t over-simplify and over-generalise:

Avoiding over-generalisations and over-simplification is crucial in all areas of language

study. If all texts and examples of language use are not approached with an open mind

and questioned and investigated with subtlety then judgments become too crude and

analysis is limited. For example, when analysing transcripts in which one of the speakers

has a regional accent and uses dialect words it is essential to avoid the common (and

usually incorrect) assumption that regional talk indicates the speaker lacks education and

is unsophisticated. This is almost certainly not the case.

‘Real’ talk is not necessarily unplanned:

It is also essential not to make the assumption that ‘real’ conversations are always

unplanned and spontaneous. Many conversations are completely spontaneous but

considering the context in which the conversation took place should indicate if some

degree of planning or preparation was likely. There are some examples of speech acts in

real life that could not be said to be scripted but which follow a certain structure and

which have been thought about to some degree beforehand.

A doctor having a consultation with a patient may have an opening “routine” that she

always uses and then follows up with a range of fairly planned and ordered questions.
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Clearly what she says will not be scripted but nor will it be completely spontaneous.

Similarly, the patient may have thought carefully about how they are going to explain

their symptoms to the doctor.

A teacher at a parents’ conference may follow the same routine in meeting and reporting

to parents. He will also have done some pre-thinking about the kind of things he wants to

say about each student but it would be unusual if he had written that out word for word.

The parent who goes to meet their child’s teacher will also have some sense of the

questions they wish to ask.

Exercise 1 – How planned?

Place the following types of talk in order of most planned to least planned and try to

identify some of the relevant contextual factors that may affect your answer.

1. A proposal of marriage.

2. The response to a proposal of marriage.

3. Questions at a university admissions interview.

4. Responses to questions at a university interview.

5. A chat between friends who have not seen each other for a while and who have

arranged to meet up.

6. A chat between friends who have unexpectedly bumped into each other.

7. A message left on an answerphone.

8. A couple speaking with a marriage counsellor.

9. An estate agent’s account of a property they are selling.

10. A parent reading their child a bedtime story.

Adapted from Language and Social Contexts, Routledge (2003)
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Teaching Talk - Workshop

Discuss the following statements and questions and the implications of

these for teaching students to handle different kinds of speech data …

• Represented speech is not the same as ‘real’ speech

• What are the functions of speech in a novel, play or TV programme?

• Can ‘real’ talk ever be said to be without purpose?

• Transcripts are representations in themselves

• Topic headings and labels affect the way we think about and interpret

transcripts of ‘real’ speech

• Context is as much to do with how we speak as gender or age or regional

origin

• No one always speaks in the same way

• Under what circumstances might a speaker alter their speech?  Why?

• What prevalent social attitudes to talk and speech are you aware of?

Some things to consider …

How might you go about exemplifying some of the key issues around handling

talk to your students?

How might you approach new technology ‘talk’?


